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This roundtable session will feature a dialogue between ACR Fellows and junior faculty on the issue of building a successful research

program and managing the challenges and expectations of an early academic career. The session is targeted to Ph.D students and

Assistant Professors in the first three years of their appointments. Other individuals are welcome to attend space permitting. All

attendees are encouraged to bring questions to be discussed among the group.
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Roundtable Summaries

Roundtable One
Grant Workshop (Chair: Rucker). 
Brief Description: Bring in representatives from major grant making agencies (e.g. NSF, NIH, Templeton) and overview the process of 

applying for grants. 

Roundtable Two
Fellows Session (Chair: Burroughs). 
Brief Description: ACR Fellows will share their wisdom and insights related to building a research career. Topics will include building a 

research program, balancing early career pressures, and mistakes made that might be avoided. Session will be restricted to doctoral students 
and junior faculty (i.e. Assistant Professors in the first three years).   

Roundtable Three
JCR Reviewer Training (Chair: Twist). 
Brief Description: Managing Editor Mary-Ann Twist, along with a team of Editors and Associate Editors from the Journal of Consumer 

Research will help to train faculty who are relatively new to journal reviewing on how to perform a quality review. Session will include ex-
amples, best practices, and how to avoid submitting problematic reviews. 

Roundtable Four
MSI Celebration (Chair: Keller). 
Brief Description: A group of faculty closely involved with the Marketing Science Institute will conduct a roundtable to discuss the 

contributions (and future) of MSI in the marketing and consumer research community. The roundtable will mark the 50th anniversary of the 
founding of MSI and a celebratory reception will follow the roundtable.  

Roundtable Five
Sheth Foundation Resources (Chair: Mick). 
Brief Description: A group of former and current recipients of Sheth Foundation grants will discuss how the Foundation has influenced 

their work, and how to access Sheth Foundation resources for doctoral dissertation research. 

Roundtable Six
Embodiment in Consumer Behavior (Chair: Reimann). 
Brief Description: A group of researchers interested in the intersection of embodiment (i.e. embodied cognition, embodied emotion) and 

consumer behavior will meet to discuss and share research ideas and critiques.  

Roundtable Seven
Latin America Consumer Research Interest Group (Chair: Gonzalez and Olvarietta). 
Brief Description: There have now been two ACR Latin America Conferences. This has produced a vibrant group of scholars both from 

and interested in consumer research in Latin America. The session hopes to continue to keep the nucleus formed by these conferences thriving 
by staying connected at the ACR Annual (formerly North American) conference. 

Roundtable Eight
Bridging the Gap between Consumer Research and Public Policy (Chair: Shah). 
Brief Description: This sessions seeks to bridge the gap between consumer research and shaping public policy, including ways to study 

marketing from a public policy context, and future research opportunities at the intersection of these two issues. 
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Roundtable Nine
When Companies and Consumers do Good (Chair: Kaikati).  
Brief Description: Consistent with the conference theme of “building connections”, this session will unite researchers studying the psy-

chology of charitable giving, volunteerism, sustainability, and CSR responses.

Roundtable Ten
Charity and Gift Giving (Chair: Le Gail-Ely). 
Brief Description: Purpose is to continue dialogue initiated by the OIDC (Observatoire International Don et Consommation), group of 

researchers from all over Europe and North-America with an interest in charitable giving and pro-social behaviors, including exploring the 
tension between pro-social behaviors and traditional self-interested (indulgent) behaviors. 


